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As we’ve discussed, a move favorable to X is one in which some voters change their preferences so that
X is raised, while the relative order of the others stays the same. (Example: F OXY → F XOY or XF OY )
Let’s say a move neutral to X is one in which every voter keeps X in the same position in their preferences,
switching others around but never moving them past X, so the ones above stay above and the ones below
stay below. (Example: the only move of F OXY that is neutral to X changes it to OF XY .)
We know that a voting system is called monotonic if it can never happen that some moves favorable to
X switch them from a winner to a loser.
Let’s say that a voting system is called strongly monotonic if it can never happen that some combination
of moves favorable to and neutral to X switch them from a winner to a loser.
(1) (a) Suppose for some system and preference schedule, the original winner set is W = {P }. After a
move favorable to P , the new winner set is W 0 = {P, Q}. This does not tell you whether or not
the system is monotonic. Why not?

(b) Suppose for some system and preference schedule, the original winner set is W = {M, X}. After
a move neutral to X, the new winner set is W 0 = {M }. This does not tell you whether the
system is monotonic, but it is definitely not strongly monotonic. Why?

(2) Consider this preference schedule:
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(a) Starting with the original election, give a new preference schedule in which exactly 3 voters
make moves favorable to A.

(b) Starting with the original election, give a new preference schedule in which exactly 3 voters
make moves neutral to B.

(3) Here are our election criteria so far: one person one vote, independence of candidate names, majorityfair, Condorcet-fair, unanimity-fair, Smith-fair, no losing spoilers, no weak spoilers, monotonic,
strongly monotonic. Here are the last three we’re going to discuss in our treatment of voting.
• a system is called Pareto-efficient if it satisfies the following: if X is ranked first by every voter,
then W = {X};
• a system is called two-way-fair if if satisfies the following: if an election has exactly two candidates, A and B, and A gets more first-place votes, then W = {A};
• a system is called strategy-proof if it satisfies the following: it is impossible for a voter with one
set of preferences to get a better outcome by voting differently than their preferences.
Here’s the question: sort all 13 of the criteria according to importance, as (1) essential; (2) desirable;
(3) reasonable; or (4) whatever. (The fourth category is if you really don’t think the criterion is
important at all.) Your answers are totally up to you, but choose three out of the thirteen to explain
your reasoning for.
For example: In my opinion, Pareto-efficiency is essential. Any system that doesn’t make a
unanimous first-place choice into the sole winner seems ridiculous—that’s the best possible showing
for a candidate! If X didn’t win under those circumstances, the election seems rigged against them.
Essential

Desirable

Reasonable

Whatever!

